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J. ·Like C and G, and U and V, the letters I

in burrows, caves, and jungles, coming out at
and J were originally forms of the same night to hunt, usually in large packs. They
letter of the alphabet. The vowel sound · i
utter a piercing unearthly cry, and the howling
and the consonant sound j were both r epre- . of a pack at night makes an appalling chorus,
familiar in Oriental villages. They feed on
sented by I until about the 15th century.
smaller mammals, poultry, fruits, and especially
How the Curve was Added
Then some of the monks who worked on THE VULTURE'S FOUR-LEGGED RIVAL
the beautiful illuminated manuscripts of that
time, used to lengthen · the letter I and curve
it toward the left when it began a word, thus
making of it an ornamental initial. Gradually
this form came to be used entirely to represent
the consonant sound, while the old form was
retained for the vowel sound. This consonant
sound which, as we have already learned, was
like our y, came to be dzh, like our soft g. In
German and some other languages, however,
it is still pronounced y.
,
JACKAL. Southern Europe, Asia, and northern Africa are t he home of the jackal, a doglike animal smaller than a wolf and of less
savage habits. It has a pointed muzzle, like
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A fine s pecimen of the ordinary Asiatic jackal, one of the
well-known carnivorous mammals. The bushy tail and
sharp muzzle suggest the fox, while in other respects it is
more like a wolf or a dog .

•

carrion, quarrelling over the .latter with the
vultures. They shadow wounded anjmals and
haunt battlefields and burying-grounds.
Hunting Jackals in India

When running in packs they attack sheep and
antelopes. · They are easily tamed, and probably r epresent one of the breeds from which the
domestic dog is desc~nded. Jackal hunting
with foxhounds is a popular sport in India, as
these animals are cunning and fight furiously
when cornered.
-

This is the variegated jackal, so called from the black
blotches on its pale buff coat. It is found in the eastern
part of Africa, chiefly in Somaliland and Abyssinia.

a fox, and a bushy tail about one-third the length
of the body. The common jackal of southern
Asia is the best known. It is · greyish-yellow
in colour, darker above and lighter on the under
·
d
81 e.
During the day the jackals remain concealed

Scientific name, Canis aureus. The jackal r esembles
the wolf and ~og in its teeth and round eyeballs, and
to a large extent in its habits. The range of the cornmon jackal extends from Dalmatia in south-eastern
Europe, through North Africa, to India. Like the fox
it has an offensive odour, due to secretions of a gland
at the base of the tan.
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